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Spelling is Language 
BY KARL AMES 

The finalists in the statewide spelling contest do an admirable 
job. Their teachers deserve accolades too. Many teachers say they 
have worked with their students to give them, through spelling, a 
broader view of language. 

However, an examination of the kinds of errors committed 
suggests that some of our thinking on the whole subject might be 
crystallized. In other words, how can such a contest help our stu
dents? How can we avoid the rut of a mere spelling bee and a test 
of memory? 

Any list of words illustrates the possible carry-over to other 
facets of language study-to questions of meaning, origin, change 
-in addition to improvement in spelling. 

Spelling 
Let's look at spelling first. Ideally, we visualize syllables, and 

it must be pointed out how many syllables in the language are 
identical. A student is not only memorizing if he knows that a word 
like accidentally is created by adding al to the noun and ly to the 
adjective. Such simple awareness should restrain him from omit
ting (as we often do in speech) the al of incidentally. 

Accidentally like arctic, government, probably, and many others 
are misspelled through omission of sounds. Likewise, spelling errors 
occur through addition of non-existent sounds or syllables. 
(Athlete, mischievous, disastrous, lightning.) Transposition of let
ters, sometimes through mistaken analogy, leads to trouble with 
prescription, irrelevant, cavalry. 

There are rules, however dubious, for the addition of suffixes; 
and the old rules for i before e and for plurals of words ending in y 
continue to be useful. We think there is no problem here-that 
these matters are well taught and tend to reduce our most common 
spelling errors. As for the indefinite;:> sound in English which can 
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be spelled with ahnost any of our vowels (separate, repetition, 
article, emperor, beautiful) perhaps the only answer is memoriza
tion and use. 

In the matter of hyphenation, we have found so many words in 
a transition stage and so many authorities in disagreement, that, 
following the sponsors' suggestions, we have decided to avoid 
them on the high school printed lists and on tie-breakers. Foreign 
words in English will be used only if they have been naturalized 
for many years. Obsolete and highly technical words will be 
shunned. 

Root Study 
With the words we do use, is it possible to extend our horizons 

beyond spelling, to point out as often as we can the basic pre
fixes and roots of the language? A tremendous number of the 
seemingly difficult words in the printed lists can be clarified for 
meaning and spelling by a knowledge of basic elements. Aware
ness of the parts of words like inhalati<>n, benedicti<>n, hyperbolic, 
euphemious, episodic, genocide, foreshorten-to name a few from 
a previous list-would help immeasurably in the spelling and de
fining of thousands of words with identical roots, including words 
not on the lists. 

Our students misspell innocuous in a manner that shows little 
knowledge of root study. In means "into" as well as "not" but this 
distinction has no bearing on the spelling. What should be noted, 
of course, is that in plus a root beginning with n results in a double 
n. In plus noxious leads to innocuous; in plus nate results in innate. 
Since the prefix is dis not di our students may at last be able to spell 
dissect. Inoculation, on the other hand, has one n for it is the pre
fix combined with the word for "eye" or "bud." 

Endogamy, clearly pronounced and defined, should offer no 
problem, for students are familiar with gamy and have had the 
prefix in science classes, in words like endocrine or endoderm. Mal
occlusi<>n is frequently misspelled althought it contains a basic 
prefix and the root for "close." How many students have heard the 
word in orthodontics? The rendering of a long word like sesqui
pedalian reveals unfamiliarity with ped; and for lack of any root 
study the spelling of aphasia can be disastrous. On the other hand, 
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most students have little trouble with the endings of incandescence 
and obsolescent. 

Word Pairs Easily Confused 
When a word appears on the list that may readily be confused 

with another word similar in meaning or sound, such likenesses 
should be singled out. If aviary appears on the printed list why not 
consider apiary and a method for distinguishing them? The same is 
true for such pairs as imminent-immanent; venal-venial; cen
sored-censured; prodigy-progeny; euphemism-euphuism; in
dite-indict. 

A Generic Approach 
Group or class words have tremendous utility in our language. 

Take, for example, the whole class of animal species. If a word like 
leonine is on the spelling list, we race through some of the other 
generic terms-ursine, lupine, vulpine, bovine, ovine, equine, fe
line, canine. Then there are simian, marsupial, mammalian. If we 
deal with hibernal, why not with estivate? Nocturnal must suggest 
diurnal. Carnivorous leads to herbivorous and both to omnivorous 
with a final clinching of omni and vorare. 

Think what fun we can have with the whole gallery of phobias, 
created wholesale for our neurotic age. Not far behind, for word 
play and generic study are the manias and the cides. 

Other words may be approached generically, too. Think of the 
category of words for magic-prestidigitation, legerdemain (so 
literally from the French '1ight with the hands"), necromancy 
(and all the other divinations ending in mancy.) 

That such a procedure improves vocabularly is difficult to dis
pute. Does it not also improve spelling where these components of 
the language appear so often? Does knowing regent and sorority 
clarify the spelling of regicide and sororicide? These "two-dollar 
words" are not problems to students who have drilled occasionally 
on similar parts in other words: polygyny, egregious, neophyte, 
endemic, anthropomorphic, necropsy. 

We urge you, therefore, to draw students' attention to our basic 
prefixes, roots, and suffixes. Applying their knowledge to words 
not on the list should prove rewarding, not only for a spelling con-
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test or for the SA 'is or GRE' s but for a genuine awareness of one 
way in which our language functions. 

Problems in Word Selection 
We do not mean to convey the idea, from this root study, that 

polysyllabic words with obscure roots comprise the major source 
of words selected for our spelling lists. There is no virtue in "fancy" 
words. Still, euthanasia is the precise word for "mercy killing." 

But even on a spelling list we will try to avoid erudite or techni
cal words. What words are too esoteric for our students? Although 
usnea is used once in Walden, we would hardly expect our charges 
to know the tenn, however fascinating its history. Shouldn't stu
dents know, however, a word like mimesis? Is myrrh too far out 
these days? Are frieze, fiitch and millennium too technical? 

We talk so often of devices for remembering; and we all know 
"Thirty days hath September ... " and "Roy G. Biv" for the colors 
of the spectrum. We believe, then, that our students should know 
what this remembering device is called and even be able to spell 
mnemonic. It would be pointed out that the same root appears in 
amnesty and amnesia. 

Certain words once considered learned or exotic have recently 
come into vogue. Appearing in various media, these words should 
be a challenge to our students. We think specifically of ecumenical, 
charisma or graffiti. 

Still too rare for our boys and girls? Then we can always resort 
to more common words that are still spelling bugaboos-spaghetti, 
mayonnaise, brussels sprouts-to draw a few from only one cate
gory. 

Also available are neologisms. We are restricted to a dictionary 
for our authority and will not use words so new that they are not 
in our printed source. It is difficult to avoid common words in the 
age of the cosmonaut. And some older words appear in new con
texts with new meanings-like re-entry and escalate. Our students 
should be familiar with neologisms like heliport, telegenic, dis
cotheque, motel, scuba, laser, scofflaw, and shunpike. 

Finally, although we have not begun to exhaust the possibilities 
of sources for spelling words, perhaps we should include more 
localisms. We would not ask students to recognize a berm but what 
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about loblolly? What is the localism for gully? Dry wash, arroyo? 
Do we not have a further resource in Mexican-American foods? 

Our conception of the use of a spelling list for further language 
study may be wildly audacious. We are fully aware of the burden 
of studies in English classes, that spelling itself is a minor subject, 
that language study has other and more subtle motivations than 
those engendered by a spelling bee. Nevertheless, we do see a 
possibility of enlivening a spelling list with occasional study of 
the words themselves; and this has been suggested in a haphazard 
fashion. 

Somewhat less randomly, let us attempt two specific tasks. First 
is a list of items, a cursory guide to what to look for in any list of 
words. 

What Words Reveal of Our Language Growth 
Our language has an amazing viability, especially in what is 

called "semantic shifts." Basically, these shifts are four: 

1. Generalization of Meaning (Broadening) 
chest originally meant coffin; sweli-to enlarge; lovely-worthy 
to be loved; dilapidated-( for stone only) 

2. Specialization of Meaning (Narrowing) 
deer originally meant any wild animal; undertaker-a doer; 
science-general knowledge; liquor-liquid of any kind. 

3. Elevation of Meaning 
pastor originally meant shepherd; marshali.-horse servant; 
angei-any messenger. 

4. Degradation of Meaning (Often to the degree of pejoration) 
smug originally meant neat, trim; terrible-inspiring terror; 
counterfeit-to reproduce; villain-serf. 

Surely, to point to a word on our list that has undergone one of 
these changes is to give our students some idea of the workings 
of the language. 

Further Identifying Elements 
In addition to gradual changes in meaning, there are other 

language matters to be gleaned from words on our lists. 

1. Pronunciation. Some of our trouble with spelling lies in the 
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failure of spelling to keep up with the changing relationships of 
our vowels. (See any text for The Great Vowel Shift.) Similarly, 
some early consonant clusters lost one consonant in pronuncia
tion but not in spelling (talk, bright, wrestle, knee). Then there 
is the tendency, with the loss of inflections, to shift the stress 
to the :8rst syllable of a word. Perhaps these matters can be 
illustrated occasionally. 

2. Shortening af Words. Another facet of language easily pointed 
out. (wig for periwig; varsity for university; fl,u for influenza, 
exam for examination, phone for telephone.) 

3. Derivational Suffexes. That active principle for creating words 
by adding al, ment, ish, ship and so on (kittenish) Also note our 
extensive use for diminutives (gosling, leaflet, bathinette) 

4. Prefixes. As suggested above. Usually, these are "bound mor
phemes" -smallest units of the language that convey meaning 
but "bound" (with no meaning on their own). 

5. Composition. Our compound words. "Free morphemes"-each 
unit "free" or with a meaning of its own. (breakfast; Christmas; 
daisy-originally "'day's eye.") 

6. Analogy. Words acquired by analogy or through "folk etymol
ogy." This latter process is the mistaken attempt of the "folk" to 
transform a word into one that we can better understand. (See 
words like woodchuck, belfry, cockroach, tweezers.) 

7. Cognates. To indicate our membership in the Indo-European 
family of languages, we sometimes show these-similarities of 
words in various languages. Cognates are not "borrowed" words 
as "fraternal" was taken from Latin fraternalis but words that 
come from a common source or mother tongue. (son; sohn, 
son, zoon-English, German, Danish, Dutch.) 

8. Onomatopoeia. Echoic words are always a joy to use. (whirr; 
giggle; our doublets: riff-raff, ping-pong, etc.) 

9. Portmanteau Words. A blend, or telescoped word. See Lewis 
Carroll. (brunch; smog; chortle; slithy.) 

10. Neologisms. (See a few in this booklet). 
11. Origins. In any list pick out a few words whose origins will be of 

interest to our students. 
12. Grimm's Law. Revised in our times but essentially of use to our 

students to reveal similarity in words that have undergone a 
consonantal shift. p to f to b and back again (pater to father, 
£rater to brother, bursa to purse); t to th to d and back again 
(tu to thou, thugater to daughter, duo to two); k to ch to g and 
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back again ( caput to head, hostis to guest, gelidus to cold.) A 
student may know, then, that piscatorial refers to fishing. 

13. Back Formations. Ordinarily, words or new parts of speech in 
English are formed by adding to an original word: long gives 
us longer; sick gives us sickly. When this process is reversed, we 
have a back formation. Thus, donate should give us donation, 
but actually the word donation came first and from it was created 
donate, a back formation. (others: locomote from locomotive; 
baby-sit from baby sitter; edit from editor, sculpt from sculptor.) 

Sample Analysis of a List of Words 
Now that we have some of these elements of language before us, 

let us attempt a second task-to pick a page at random from one 
of our spelling lists and apply some of these principles.• 

0 Spelling List, July 15, 1968, p. 19. 

The task, as we see it, is enrichment. This may be achieved by 
pausing for a moment over the word, pointing out its origin, asking 
for words in the same generic group, using the word in a sentence 
or in a word game, supplying a schoolboy boner or a satiric defini
tion. 

flambeau-Hamboyant; note strength of "flammable" over the older 
"inflammable" (as on gasoline trucks). Thus the ambiguity of 
the "in" is removed. 

drivel-A very strong word (see origin and illustrate vividly). 

hazard-Ah, the old game of" craps." 

;argon-Refer to origin. How about some good examples from your 
files? How to be distinguished from argot and gobbledegook? 

bipartisan-May be used for quick prefix review, especially of the 
versatility of number prefixes in English. Ask for two-footed 
animal, four-footed, with a hundred feet or a thousand. What is 
a three-legged stand called? Have you seen the recent ads for 
trivets with TWO legs? The quintuplets (now down to four) 
are thirty-five years old. 

eavesdropper-Note the back formation of eave. Point out the really 
villainous picture of snooping this word suggests. (Bierce's defi
nition: "Secretly to overhear a catalogue of the crimes and vices 
of another or yourself.") 
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cryptogram-Note the whole gamut of meaning-crypt, cryptic, cryp
tonym. Have students guess at the meaning of cryptarch. 

encumbrance-Note the emphatic en. (As in enliven, enclose, enthrone, 
enwrap, etc. Also with em as in embrace, emplacement.) 
(Bierce on "aborigines": "Persons of little worth found cumber
ing the soil of a newly discovered country. They soon cease 
to cumber; they fertilize.") 

chastity-( Mark Twain: "Simplified spelling is all right, but like chastity 
you can carry it too far.") 

recapitulate-re plus caput. Illustrate with other "head" words. (Curi
osa: Lake Itasca, the source of the Mississippi River, does not 
reveal a lovely Indian name but merely the fact that the dis
coverers knew some Latin. Itasca comes from "veritas caput"
true source. Try Mark Twain's remark: "As for capital punish
ment, if it was good enough for my father it's good enough for 
me. ") 

cleanhandell-Like many of the words on any page, this illustrates 
the process of composition of our compound words. 

larval-Interesting origin. See "ghostly." 

usher-Why did such a word come from the term for "door," "mouth of 
a river"? What ushers are there besides those in a theatre? 

caret-From "to want." Give a few other symbols for proof-readers. 
(Other symbols in the language make for an exciting lesson
those for prescription, the Zodiac, male, female, etc.) 

inlaid-That prefix again, the bound morpheme. 

hydrostatic-define ming both parts of the word. Call for other examples 
of "hydro" words. Distinguish between hydrophobia and aqua
phobia. Tenn for a street water plug? Guess at "hydrogogue." 
What is the word for "water on the brain"? ( Curiosa: What is a 
"hydrocephalic er/'?) 

tetanus-Note origin in "to stretch." 

unnumberell-Prefix "un" plus "numbered." Hence two "n's." 

gelatinous-Originally a "thick broth." Also from "to freeze," hence 
gelid is "icy." Note application of Grimm's Law. 

coexist-Prefix noted. Compare with coeval. 
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beatitude-Distinguish from beaut. Sermon on the Mount. 

aerobic-Aer losing out to air? 

cirrhosis-Why from the Greek for "orange-colored"? Students love 
all the horrible details. (On another occasion, perhaps, a ref
erence to medieval pharmacopoeia-the "nux vomica," the 
"humours.") 

mescaline-The little old "mescal buttons" and folk medicine. 

ferromagnet-A common prefix they should know. 

·fl,oriferous-Indicate both parts. What color is "florid"? Has it become a 
pejorative? Is a word like florimaniac possible? Compare with 
"florin"-the "lily coin." 

polymer-Wondedul language-ranging with "poly." Overwhelm stu
dents with polyandry, polygyny, polygamy, polymorphous . ... 
Why Polynesia? Micronesia? With poly as a springboard we re
view other roots-arulrous, gyn, gamy, morph, micro. And this 
can go on, if a drill is called for, to other words, other roots
philogyny, microcosm, endogamy, misanthropy, metamorphosis, 
and soon. (See "A Suggested Use of Roots" on page 17) (Bierce's 
definition of "bigamy." "A mistake in taste for which the wisdom 
of the future will adjudge a punishment called trigamy.") 

libretto-The book. Note other musical terms from the Italian. 

dungarees-Such a word calls for a game. How about a "Stinky-Pinky"? 
The answer must be phrased in rhyming words. 
Question: "Dungarees for Elizabeth II." 
Answer: ''The Queen's jeans." 

freebooter-Note origin in booty not boots. 

plutonium-See origin. The land of mephitic vapors. 

coalesce-Perhaps calls for a drill on the ending and on words in 
" " escence. 

lassitude-Compare meaning with that of languor (not to mention the 
spelling of the latter.) 

foreclosure-Not the "for" of forlornness but "fore." Give other 
examples. Note also the "closure" ( clud, clos, claus) leading to 
occlusion, claustrophobia, "Ophelia's closet." 
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homogeneous-Ideal for illustration of "homo" and "gen." Homicide, 
genocide, heterogeneous . ... 

geosphere-Root study. Geodesic dome. 

paroxysm-Again, the whole range of "para." Parap'legic, para'lysis, 
parasite, paramour. See paraphernalia as another use of the pre
fix not to mention the spelling of the word and its relation to 
"dowry." 

acclamation-Ac plus c, hence the double "c." This suggests the spelling 
of accommodate. 

biochemistry-A "living" prefix. Knowing autopsy or necropsy what 
must biopsy mean? 

rubescence-Pretty fancy for a "flush." Is there any red in a rubric? 
(Note its persistence in cognate form in our various spelling of 
"red" in names: Reed, Rod, Roth, Rufus, Russell.) 

kamikaze-Note other words from Japanese. Kimono, hara-kiri, etc. 

tarpaulin-The time to mention additions to the language through 
"shortening" of words? Varsity (university), fiu (influenza), wig 
(periwig) and now perhaps tarp. 

ohmage-Try other terms derived from names of inventors-another 
element of language making. 

macabre-How about displaying one of the many woodcuts of the 
Danse Macabre? 

maguey-See mescaline above. 

di'lem11Ub-An early back formation? 

naphtha-How else but by memorizing? (use your own favorites of this 
demonic kind-rhythm, hemorrhage, syzygy.) 

A Sampling of Roots 
This is a very brief selection of prefixes and roots that we have 

found useful for spelling and meaning. There is a deliberate dupli
cation of examples to illustrate the overlapping in word formation. 

1. A, AN-not; without (atheist, apathy, amoral, amorphous) 
2. AMBI, AMPHI-both (ambidextrous, amphibian) 
3. ANTE-before, earlier (antedate, anterior) 
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4. ANTHRO, ANDRO-man, mankind (anthropomorphic, anthro-
pology, androgynous) 

5. ANTI-against (antidote, antipathy) 
6. AQU(A)-water (aquaphobia, aqueduct, aquamarine) 
7. ARCH-chief, first, rule (archangel,) anarchy, archetype) 
8. BEN(E)-good, well (beneficent, benediction, benign) 
9. BIBL(IO)-book (bibliophile, bibliophobe, bibliography) 

10. BIO-life (biochemistry, biography, biopsy) 
11. CARN-meat, flesh (carnival, carnation, carnivorous) 
12. CHRON ( 0 )-time (chronometer, synchronize, anachronism) 
13. CLUD, CLUS, CLOS, CLAUS-close, shut (occlusion, claustro-

phobia, enclosure) 
14. COG(N)-know (incognito, recognize, cogitate) 
15. CON, COM, COR-together, with (congress, corroborate) 
16. CONTRA( 0 )-against (contravene, controversy) 
17. CORP(OR)-body (corpulent, corporeal) 
18. COSM(O)-world, universe (cosmonaut, microcosm) 
19. CRED-believe (credulous, incredible) 
20. CUR( S), CO URS-run, flow (cursory, current) 
21. DEMI-half (demitasse, demigod) 
22. DEM(O)-people (demagogue, democracy) 
23. DERM-skin (epidermis, dermatologist) 
24. DI-twice, two (dichotomy, diacid) 
25. DIS, DIF-apart, away (differ, dissect) 
26. DOX(Y)-belief, creed (heterodox, orthodox) 
27. DUC(T)-lead (induction, deduce) 
28. E, EF, EX-out, out of (egress, effete, egregious) 
29. ECTO-outside, external (ectoplasm, ectogenous) 
30. ENDO-within, inner (endogamy, endocardium) 
31. EPl-upon, beside (epitaph, episode, epigram) 
32. EU-good, well (euphoria, eugenics) 

33. GAMY-marriage (polygamy, endogamy, exogamy) 

34. GEN-birth, origin (genocide, indigenous, eugenics) 

35. GNOS-know (agnostic, diagnosis) 
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36. GYNE-woman ( polygyny, misogyny) 

37. HETERO-other, different (heterodoxy, heterogeneous) 

38. HOMO-same, equal man (homogeneous, homicide, homo-
phone) 

39. HYDRO-water (hydraulic, hydrophobia, hydrocephalic) 

40. HYPER-over, above (hypercritical, hyperbole) 

41. HYPO-under, less (hypodermic, hypothesis) 

42. MACRO-large (macrocosm, macropterous) 

43. MAGN(A)-great, large (magnanimity, magnum) 

44. MAL ( E )-bad (maleficent, malediction, malignant) 

45. META-behind, after, change (metamorphosis, metaphysical) 
46. MIS ( 0 )-wrong, ill (misogynist, misanthrope) 

47. MORPH-form, shape, (metamorphosis, morphology, anthro-
pomorphic) 

48. MORT-death (mortality, postmortem) 

49. NECRO-death (necromancer, necrology) 

50. NEO, NOV-new (neophyte, neologism) 

51. OMNI-all (omnipotent, omnivorous) 

52. ONO(ONYM)-name (pseudonym, onomastics, anonymous) 

53. ORTHO-straight, correct, proper (orthodoxy, orthopedic) 
54. PAN-all (pandemic, pandemonium) 

55. PAR (A )-alongside, beside, beyond (parallel, paralysis) 

56. PATH-feeling, suffering (pathetic, antipathy) 

57. PED(O)-(PAED)-child, offspring (pediatrician, peda-
gogue) 

58. PED, POD-foot-( podium, tripod, podiatrist) 

59. PHIL ( 0 )-loving, love of ( philogynist, philanthropist) 

60. PHOB ( E )-fear, aversion (Anglophobe, bibliophobe) 

61. POLY-many, much (polyandry, polygamy) 

62. PSEUDO-false, spurious (pseudonym, pseudomorph) 

63. PSYCH(O)-soul, mind (psychosomatic, psychology) 

64. SCl(EN)-knowledge, know (omniscient, conscious) 

65. SOPH-wisdom (philosophy, sophomore) 

66. SYM, SYN-together, with (sympathy, symmetrical) 
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67. TACT, TANG-touch (tangential, tactless) 

68. THE(O)-god (theology, polytheism) 

69. TRANS-across, through (transact, transvestism) 

70. ULTRA-beyond, extremely (ultraconservative, ultramodern) 

71. VERT, VERS-tum (invert, versatile) 

72. VOC-call (vociferous, vocal) 

73. VOLV, VOLUT-tum, turn around (convolution, revolver) 

Suggested Use of Roots 
Occasionally, students can be led through a ten-minute whirl

wind drill, one root suggesting another, one word calling for its 
antonym. Variation comes in giving the meaning and asking for the 
word, defining the word used in a sentence, supplying a schoolboy 
boner or a humorous example. 

If students have such a list of roots before them, we can start 
with any word containing one of the roots and go on to others. For 
example, what is the word for someone who shows goodwill to his 
fellowman? (philanthropist). What then is the meaning of philo? 
What is the opposite of a philanthropist? (A misanthropist.) So 
mis means what? Now we come to anthropos, which has to mean 
what? Now looking at our list of roots, give me the combination 
that must mean "one who dislikes women"? (misogynist). Then 
what is a philogynist? A gynecologist? Guess at the meaning of 
androgynous. How else can it be written? (hermaphroditic, with 
elucidation of the names of the Greek gods). In other words many 
fancy terms are rather simple combinations of roots. Let's try the 
same procedure with the root gamy. Now you can tell me the 
meaning of misogamy. Therefore, what is its opposite? (philo
gamy) What social arrangement is suggested by polygamy. In 
anthropology texts what do you suppose is a society that is labeled 
endogamous? Then what is exogamy? In other words, ex seems to 
mean what? (out) What would be a fancy term for an extractor of 
teeth? ( exodontist). what is an orthodontist? (correcting the teeth, 
although one humorous defi.nities says the term means one who 
doesn't wish to examine your teeth-ortho-dont-ist. What is the 
function of an orthopedist? Is he in the same field as a pediatrician? 
Why not. (Because pedia is not ped.) Chiropodist? The pod is 
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certainly "foot." Then chiro may offer a problem (it is not on our 
list). Chiro is the Greek for ''hand"; that is at one time such a man 
must have taken care of buth extremities before the age of speciali
zation. Of the words pandemic, endemic, epidemic-which is the 
most widespread? Why? (pan, of course.) Which is the least wide
spread? 

This can go on as long as the instructor wishes. Less complicated 
would be a similar drill with roots like mote or gress (to move). 
Here we extract through definition and example the words using 
common prefixes (remote, demote, emote, ingress, congress, retro
gress, egress ... ) Using vert (to turn) we drill rapidly for "to turn 
back," "to turn aside," "to turn with, as in religion," "to tum out," 
"to turn within oneself," and so on. 

There is no virtue in polysyllabic language, nor is there any in
tent in such a study to write pedantically. But such drills are illum
inating and fun! Students will remember the terms if you use them 
in jest. "When the bell rings take your time at the egress." (To one 
of the girls in a class) : "You look so nubile today!" "Go home and 
tell your family that 'everything in school today was so mephitic' 
and let us know what their reaction was." "Would you be insulted 
if someone said to you, 'You are in a fine state of apathy• or 'You 
look positively fulsome in that dress.' " "What animal is carnivor
ous, nocturnal and lupine?" "Translate into English 'Sporadic in
stances of the malady did not suggest pandemic possibilities' or 
'He pronounced a benison on the venison.' " "Or, what's wrong 
with 'An unbrid'led orgy is a wild horse,' or 'An antidote is a funny 
story that you have heard before.' " "How would you like to receive 
your award posthumoosly?" 

Language study does not have to be a chore. It is our glorious 
instrument of awareness. And even a spelling list, with its wide 
selection, can be utilized as a springboard for perception. 

Selective Bibliography 
for Language Study and Word Play 

( * Denotes paperback) 

Anderson, W. L., and Stageberg N.C. (eds.), Introductory Readings on 
Language, Holt, Rinehart, Winston, New York, 1962. • 
(Superb classroom suggestions under "Assignments.") 
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Baugh, Albert C., A History of the English Language, Appleton, Century, 
Crofts, New York, 1957. 

Bierce, Ambrose, The Devifs Dictionary, Dover, New York, 1958. • 
Bombaugh, C. C., Oddities and Curiosities of Words and Literature, Dover, 

New York, 1961. 0 

Bryant, Margaret M., Current American Usage, Funk and Wagnall, New 
York, 1962. 

Evans, Bergen and Cornelia, A Dictionary of Contemporary American Usage, 
Random House, New York, 1957. 

Ferguson, Charles W., The Abecedarian Book, Little Brown, Boston, 1964. 
Francis, W. Nelson, The English Language, W.W. Norton, New York, 1965. 
Hall, Edward T., The Silent Language, Fawcett, Greenwich, Conn., 1965. 0 

Heffernan, W. A., and Degnan, J.P. (eds.), Language and Literature Reader, 
Glencoe Press, Beverly Hills, 1968. 0 

Jenkinson, Edward B., What is Language? (And other teaching units for 
Grades Seven through Twelve), Indiana U. Press, Bloomington, 
1967.0 

Kottler, B., and Light, M. (eds.), The World of Words, Houghton Mifllin, 
Boston, 1967. 0 

Johnson, Wendell, Verbal Man: The Enchantment of Words, Collier, New 
York, 1956. 0 

Lipton, James, An Exaltation of Larks, Grossman, New York, 1968. 
Macrorie, Ken, Writing to be Read, Hayden, New York, 1968. 
Marckwardt, A. H., American English, Oxford, New York, 1958. 0 

Mencken, H. L., The American Language, Knopf, New York, 1936. (or 
One-volume edition edited by Raven McDavid.) 

Myers, L. H., The Roots of Modem English, Little Brown, Boston, 1966. 
Opie, Iona and Peter, The Lore and Language of Schoolchildren, Oxford, 

Clarendon Press, 1961. 
Pei, Mario, The Story of the English Language, Simon and Schuster, New 

York, 1968. 0 

Perrin, Porter G., Writer's Guide and Index to English, Scott, Foresman, 
Chicago, 1965. 

Pyles, Thomas, Words and Ways of American English, Random House, New 
York, 1952. 0 

Ruby, Lionel, The Art of Making Sense, Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1968. 0 

Smith, E. C., The Story of Our Names, Harper, New York, 1950. 
Treasury of Name Lore, Harper and Row, New York, 1967. 

Stewart, George R., Names on the Land, Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1967. 0 

Weekley, Ernest, The Romance of Words, Dover, New York, 1961.0 
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